
Smart decisions. Lasting value.

Who Should Attend
Executives and above

Course Outline

Lesson 1: Email Etiquette

• Use email appropriately to enhance your 

reputation and your organisation’s image

• What to avoid in your work emails

• Top tips for effective emails

• Building relationships online – how to create 

electronic rapport

• Some useful expressions to open and close your 

email messages

Lesson 2: Communicating Across Cultures

• Why is cross-cultural communication important in 
business and the workplace?

• Communication styles across cultures

• Context

• Scheduling

• Leading

• Disagreeing

• Patterns of cross-cultural business behaviours

• Linear Active

• Multi Active

• Re-active
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Training Methodology
The training will encompass audio-visual, 
presentations, exercises, and discussions.

How to Build Successful Relationships in the Workplace

Objective

Communication is the lifeblood of any organisation as very few people have jobs that require them to work 

alone. Yet, most of us are unaware that the greatest challenge we face at work is not the technical aspect, 

but the interactive one with others. This programme will help you to improve your ability to communicate 

better including your writing skills, cross-cultural and cross-generational communication skills.

Learning outcomes

• Learners will be able to apply effective steps to build rapport online with clear and concise written 

communication.

• Learners will be able to identify and understand the 3 scales of the culture map and how cultures vary 

along a spectrum.

• Learners will be able to identify the characteristics of the different generations in the workforce and 

understand how to achieve better cross-generational communication.   

Lesson 3: Communicating Across Generations

• What are the generations that exist in the workforce

• Steps to achieve better cross-generational 

communication in the workplace

• Avoid stereotyping

• Encourage cross generational communication at 

work

• Cultivate good listening skills

Duration: 8 hours Session

Maximum No. of participants: 20
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